l Introduction* Let (£?, ^, P) be a probability space and {^hâ n increasing family of sub σ-algebras of %S. Let {X n } n^ be a stochastic process adapted to {^»}»^i (see, [2, p. 65] ). Following Blake [1] we refer to {X n } n *i as a game and define DEFINITION, The game {X n } n^i will be said to become fairer with time if for every ε > 0
P[\E(X n /ίiS m )-X m \>ε]->0
as n, m -> oo with n ^ m. Any martingale is, trivially, a fairer with time game and thus this concept generalizes that of martingales, Blake, in [1] , gave a set of sufficient conditions under which any uniformly integrable fairer with time game {X n } n^ is convergent in L x . We show that these sufficient conditions are not needed; in fact, we show that any uniformly integrable, fairer with time game converges in L x . Another application of II T 22 of [2] ensures that Γ is uniformly integrable. Hence (SI).
(52) Given ε > 0, there exists M such that for all m ^ M, one has E(\ X m -Γ w , w I) S 2^ for all n^m.
Since i" 1 is uniformly integrable given ε > 0 there exists δ > 0
Then, it is not difficult to see that
for all m ^ ilf and n m .
(53) For every fixed m, the sequence {F w> »} converges in L x to an ^< w measurable random variable Z m .
Now from (S2) it follows that given ε > 0 for all sufficiently large n and n
Hence, for m fixed, the sequence {Y m , n } is Cauchy in the I/^norm. So, there exists, an integrable random variable Z m9 such that, . Since {^M, ^»}»^i is an uniformly integrable martingale, there exists an integrable random variable Z^ such that Z n -^> Z^. We shall show that X % -^ ϋL From (S3) and (S2) it is easy to check n->oo that given ε > 0 there exists M such that for all m ^ Jfcf Therefore, for sufficiently large m.
say. Hence (S5) and the theorem.
Since any game (stochastic process) {X n } n^ converging in L t can be taken to be a game fairer with time, by setting ^n = <%f in n, we get the following corollary. 
